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In the USA he has served as jury member on a number of international piano
competitions, and performed in New York, Washington, Florida, Tennessee,
Louisiana, Texas, Utah, Wisconsin and California. In Los Angeles he gave a recital
as part of the 1994 UK/LA Celebration of British Arts, which was broadcast live
on KUSC Radio. He gave the world premiere of Ravelled Threads by American
composer, Wendy Carlos in New York. In 1996 he became the first major British
artist to give a solo recital in Ekaterinburg, Russia. Recent highlights include a
recital at the Adelaide Festival, a programme of Percy Grainger at the Eifeler
Musiktage in Germany, and the complete Iberia of Albéniz at London’s South
Bank Centre.
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Martin Jones has been one of Britain’s most highly regarded solo pianists since
first coming to international attention in 1968 when he received the Dame Myra
Hess Award. The same year he made his London debut at the Queen Elizabeth
Hall and his New York debut at Carnegie Hall, and ever since has been in demand
for recitals and concerto performances on both sides of the Atlantic.

Carl Czerny

He is a prolific recording artist and his many discs for Nimbus Records include
the complete solo piano works of Mendelssohn, Brahms, Debussy, Grainger,
Szymanowski (voted Best Instrumental Recording of 1996 by the Spanish
magazine ‘CD Compact’) Stravinsky, Korngold and the sonatas of Alun
Hoddinott. He has recently recorded several Spanish piano masters and Volume
2 of this series received the 2000 Classical Indie Award from the Association for
Independent Music in the USA. The soundtrack of the film ‘Howards End’
features Martin Jones performing Grainger’s Bridal Lullaby and Mock Morris.
Nimbus recently released Martin Jones’s performances of Gershwin songs
arranged by Earl Wild, the piano music of Hans Gál and Carlos Guastavino.

(1791-1857)

The Sonatas for Solo Piano
Volume Two
Martin Jones

His performance repertoire, as well as encompassing most of the standard works
for piano, also includes unusual concertos such as the Busoni Concerto, which he
performed with the BBC Symphony Orchestra and Norman Del Mar. He has also
championed the music of British composers and has performed concertos by
Britten, Benjamin, Mathias, McCabe and Lambert. He gave the first performance
of the revised version of Alun Hoddinott’s Third Concerto at the 1974 BBC
Promenade Concerts, and recorded Hoddinott’s Second Concerto with Andrew
Davis and the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra for Decca.
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DISC ONE
Sonata no. 11, in D-flat Op. 730 (1843)
1
I
Allegro agitato con spirito
2
II
Adagio con espressione
3
III Scherzo: Molto allegro
4
V
Finale: Allegretto con anima
5

Chanson sans Paroles, in A-flat Op. 795 no. 1

6
7
8
9
10

Sonata no. 1, in A-flat Op. 7 (1820)
I
Andante—Allegro moderato ed espressivo
II
Prestissimo agitato
III Adagio espressivo e cantabile
IV Rondo: Allegretto
V
Capriccio Fugato: Tempo moderato

28.38
8.39
7.27
4.24
8.08
4.10
35.51
9.36
5.35
7.54
8.08
4.38

Total playing time 68.45

The Character Étude in A major, op. 755 no. 17 is from a set of 25 Études Melodieux
published in the mid-1840s. This powdered and crinolined music might almost be
a tender morceau by Cécile Chaminade. For much of its length it is a study in thirds,
which curl and twirl around and in the main melody, only relaxing their grip
towards the end of the piece.
Czerny composed at least 28 sonatinas for piano, sometimes grouping as many as
six together under a single opus number. The Sonatina in A major, op. 167 stands
alone, however. As its title suggests this is a ‘short sonata’ – not a children’s piece
but a very civilized and sophisticated one. The first movement is a glowing Allegro
moderato, beautifully poised and almost monothematic, though there is a dolce
second theme. There is a short development in which the principal tune is varied
over a surging left-hand accompaniment. The slow movement is a sensitive,
pensive arioso in D major, with the dotted-rhythm tune entirely in the right hand
and a quiet left-hand accompaniment in even crotchets. There is something of a
Baroque air about the movement, reminding us that Czerny was an advocate of
J.S. Bach’s keyboard works. He follows this with a supple, dancing scherzo in A
with a chiming trio in F sharp that has an almost Brahmsian refrain. The Rondo
finale is the most developed movement, based on a stately, genial march theme.
With the assistance of the various episodes the movement accumulates power and
stature as it proceeds, its development employing the extremes of the keyboard,
but after a perfectly placed climax the music subsides gradually, dolce, through a
long series of diminuendo and smorzando markings, to die away in ppp Perdendo
contentment.
Note © copyright 2010 Calum MacDonald
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theme. Although it feels like a ternary form, the central section is in fact a
variation of the theme, which is afterwards restated in its original form, with an
additional coda. There follows a dancing, playful scherzo in E major, very
Beethovenian in feeling, with a very short A major trio on a variant of the scherzo
theme.
The fourth movement, an Allegretto in G major, is a kind of intermezzo in ternary
form. It starts off in almost Schubertian vein at an ambling or walking pace, rather
wayward in mood. The central section, in strong contrast, goes into G minor,
sempre energico, and has a dynamic forward momentum partly created by the
spurting, Alkan-like gruppetti of hemidemisemiquavers which rise from the bass
into the treble. After the reprise of the opening section there is a short coda
equivocating between major and minor (thought it plumps for the major at the
end) with the gruppetto figure grumbling in the bass.
The Allegro molto finale is a headlong, pell-mell affair in sonata form, which bears
a clear relationship to the opening movement, its first two themes being similar to
the corresponding ideas in that movement in character and intervals, though
conceived in a 6/8 rather than 4/4 metre. Though beginning in E minor the
exposition makes a triumphant approach to the dominant major (B major) for a
broadly-conceived, almost Brahmsian subject that appears over a deep bass
pedal-point, like a drum beat. The development works out the thematic material
brilliantly, with excursions into the remote Neapolitan tonality of F major, which
also arises in the recapitulation (where the Brahmsian subject returns in E) and the
brilliant coda, where Czerny whips up the excitement by marking the tempo
progressively vivo, presto and finally prestissimo.
20
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DISC TWO
Sonata no. 2, in A minor Op. 13 (1821)
1
I
Molto allegro
2
II
Adagio sostenuto
3
III Scherzo: Presto—Trio
4
IV Allegro agitato
5
V
A la Fuga: Allegro energico
6

7
8
9
10
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Character Etude in A Op. 755 no. 1
Andante espressivo con moto
Sonatine, in A Op. 167
I
Allegro moderato
II
Adagio serioso ed espressivo
III Scherzo: Vivo
IV Rondo: Allegro non troppo

22.32
5.14
5.27
2.36
6.44
2.31
2.46

14.20
3.28
3.15
2.01
5.36

5

11
12
13
14
15

Sonata no. 7, in E minor Op. 143 (1827)
I
Allegro spiritoso
II
Andante: Sempre legato
III Scherzo: Allegro vivo
IV Allegretto
V
Finale: Allegro molto

25.37
7.13
4.18
5.05
3.22
5.39

Total playing time 65.24

The first of these Grand Fantasies is Piano Sonata No. 7 in E minor, op. 143, which
Czerny dedicated to another friend and protégé of Beethoven, the distinguished
pianist and considerable composer Ferdinand Ries (1784-1838). It will be
remembered that Beethoven especially favoured Ries because they were both
natives of Bonn, and he esteemed him so highly as a pianist that he entrusted the
first performance of his Third Piano Concerto to him. The dedication may be
significant in view of the fact that in Sonata No. 7 Czerny makes much greater use
of motivic development, in the Beethoven manner, than was his normal practice.
The appearance of Beethovenian gestures and the general classical clarity and
conciseness of the work suggest that Czerny conceived it as a tribute to the
departed master, just as the imposing Sixth Sonata (recorded on Nimbus NI
5832/3) clearly has a memorial function of some kind.
The opening pages of this sonata already make clear that this is one of Czerny’s
finest contributions to the genre. A stealthy five-note gruppetto, repeated with
intervening silences, is the first thing we hear, and this motif is one of the principal
forces at work throughout the whole of the concise and vigorous first movement.
A clear, bell-like dolce subsidiary theme, itself enshrining a repeated motif, makes
a strong contrast, after which some active development of the initial motif issues
in a grand, calm lyric subject in B major. The gruppetto leads into a fiery
development, mainly concerned with the initial motif, though the subsidiary
theme appears in the remote tonality of E flat. A cadenza-like virtuoso flourish
heralds a much-embellished recapitulation, during which the calm theme
reappears in E major, before a very quiet, peaceful ending.
The ensuing Andante in E major is a beautiful, songful piece, based on a single

6
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point, while the trio, in F, tosses a single phrase to and fro over a drone bass,
perhaps recalling an 18th-century musette.
The Allegro agitato fourth movement would constitute a brilliant finale, were it in
fact the last movement. Cast in full sonata form, it begins with a wayfaring theme
in double-dotted rhythm with brilliant bravura semiquaver writing following.
The second subject, presented in E minor, is also dotted (singly this time). This
exposition is repeated before a development that ranges widely as to tonality. The
double-dotted rhythm becomes a bass figure underpinning a new lyric theme in
D flat in the treble. There is an ardent build-up to the recapitulation, which runs
its course to a dramatic pause, and the movement is rounded off by a canonic coda
with the double-dotted theme rising from the bass.
Once again, the sonata might have ended here; but Czerny concludes it with a
fifth movement, Alla Fuga, on an Allegro energico theme. Unlike the First Sonata,
the fugue theme is unconnected to those of the preceding movements. This
three-voice fugue, though efficiently worked out, seems less motivated than the
corresponding fugue in the earlier sonata, and is also more sparing in its use of
technical devices. It makes a formal, rather than dramatic, end to a sonata that has
its fair share of drama.
In 1827, the year of Beethoven’s death, Czerny wrote four piano sonatas, Nos. 6-9,
and designated each of the last three, Nos. 7-9, which share the adjacent opus
numbers opp. 143-145, as a ‘Grande Fantasie en forme de Sonate’, a formulation
which evokes Beethoven’s op. 27 sonatas and perhaps the Wanderer-Fantasie of
Schubert.
18
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A torchbearer at Beethoven’s funeral, Beethoven’s pupil, friend and protégé Carl
Czerny is almost forgotten today except as the author of educational piano pieces
and the author of a long-influential piano method. But like his peers among
Beethoven’s circle of friends, notably Ferdinand Ries and Ignaz Moscheles,
Czerny was one of those who carried on the torch of the late-classical style into
the early years of the age of Romanticism, and made a distinctive contribution
through his own creative work. He was a gigantically prolific composer, and
much of his huge output has remained unknown since his death. Yet there is
plenty in it that is worth searching out, and as a virtuoso pianist his most
substantial piano works, such as the sonatas, give him a definite claim to fame.
Czerny was born in Vienna on 20 February 1791 to a family of Czech extraction,
and Czech was in fact his first language. His father, Wenzel Czerny, was an oboist,
organist, singer and piano teacher (he also repaired pianos). Carl was a
Wunderkind who started playing the piano when he was three, and composing at
the age of seven. He also started learning the violin, and at the age of ten his violin
teacher, Wenzel Krumpholz, who was friendly with Beethoven, took Carl to meet
the great composer, who accepted the boy as his pupil.
Czerny himself began teaching at the age of 15, and though himself a pianist of
great gifts, tended to devote these to teaching rather than concert-giving. He had
many gifted pupils of whom the most famous was none other than Franz Liszt
(whose Transcendental Etudes were dedicated to Czerny) but he taught other great
virtuosi, such as Sigismond Thalberg. Czerny became famous, nonetheless, as an
interpreter of Beethoven’s piano music and in 1816 initiated a series of weekly
recitals of Beethoven’s works at his home. He also wrote authoritative
NI 5863/4
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commentaries on how to perform Beethoven’s piano works, as well as
autobiographical reminiscences of Beethoven. Partly as an adjunct to his teaching,
Czerny composed a host of exercises and studies for piano, in which he dealt with
virtually every aspect of technique and interpretation from the simplest to the
most virtuosic levels. Some of these educational pieces are still in use, such as the
School of Velocity, op. 299, whose apparently endless, repetitive figurations are full
of quirks and pitfalls for the unwary student. The summit of his output of
teaching pieces was the Complete Theoretical and Practical Pianoforte School, op.500,
published in 1839.
Despite teaching at times as many as ten hours a day, Czerny managed to
compose an immense amount of music, eventually totalling over 1,000 works. It
is said that he composed so prolifically that he worked on several compositions
simultaneously. He would set up a series of desks in his workroom, each with a
different work in progress on it. Czerny would start with one, fill two facing pages,
go to the next desk, fill two pages of that work, and so on. By the time he returned
to the first desk, the ink would have dried, he could turn the page, and go on.
As this account suggests, Czerny was a workaholic. He never married, saying he
was so driven by the need to compose that he had to give up the idea. He retired
from teaching in 1836, and his health began to fail in the 1840s. His astonishing
productivity had made him a rich man, and on his death in Vienna in July 1857,
having no living relatives, he left the bulk of his estate to various charities,
including the Vienna Gesselschaft der Musikfreunde, the Monks and Nuns of
Charity, and – perhaps thinking of the plight of his teacher Beethoven – to an
institute for the deaf and dumb.
8
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associated with Beethoven. Joseph Steiner von Felsburg later pursued a career as
a banker; his son Albrecht became a painter and architect.
Czerny’s Second Sonata resembles the First in layout, in that it consists of four
movements that traverse a traditional sonata design, with an additional fugal fifth.
However, it is very different in character. The Molto Allegro first movement (it
carries the metronome marking of dotted minim = 84, Czerny specifying
‘Metronome de Maelzel’) is a highly disciplined and focussed structure. The very
concise exposition begins with a gruffly determined opening subject, moves into
a transitional theme descending in anapestic rhythm, and arrives at a lilting
second subject on C. The muttering opening of the development (unusually
extended compared to the brief exposition) soon builds to a fierce con fuoco
bravura treatment of the first subject and then descends and quietens through a
mellifluous raddolcendo passage on D flat to a new dolcissimo G flat idea filled with
romantic feeling. Further vivacious development of all three themes leads to a
recapitulation in which much is changed and the first subject is only heard clearly
again in the closing bars, which break off sotto voce without any formal exordium.
The following Adagio sostenuto in F is a pensive, meditative movement, notable for
the quality of its filigree counterpoint. It’s in ternary form, the opening section
being a songful, lyrical inspiration, while the central section, which moves to D
minor, is wide-ranging in its modulations. The third movement, a scherzo in A
minor with trio, is very short – the two sections only occupy a page each. The
scherzo is a furious hasty, galloping movement of fine élan with an ultimately
laconic ending, made up of an ascending arpeggio figure over a stamping pedalNI 5863/4
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mellifluous main theme, marked dolce piacevole. This builds to a brilliant climax
while the first episode is delayed, but eventually appears in A flat: a
Schumannesque idea swathed in arpeggio patterns and full of staccato chords. A
cadenza leads back to the main theme – which remains in the episode’s key of A
flat – and then the second episode idea arises cantabile armonioso in G flat,
somewhat reminiscent of the opening subject of the first movement. This and the
main theme are then combined with rumbling left-hand arpeggios. The first
theme returns lusingando (pleadingly), but gives way to a bravura passage marked
velocissimo con fuoco. Despite this the main theme comes back yet again, pretty well
imperturbable. The movement slows towards the close, but ends with a final
keyboard-spanning flourish.
The Chant sans Paroles, op. 793 no. 1, from a collection entitled Morceaux d’Album,
must date from the late 1840s and shows Czerny skilfully adapting a genre that
had already been established by Mendelssohn. Marked Andantino espressivo, and
with the injunction sempre armonioso con Pedale, it is a delightfully elegant, songful
piece that projects more than just tender sentiment – it breathes an underlying
calm. Just before the end a little flight of rapid triplets, marked delicatissimo come
da lontano, seems to bid farewell to this Arcadian vision.
DISC 2
Czerny’s Piano Sonata No. 2 in A minor, op. 13, is dedicated ‘à son ami Joseph
Steiner de Felsburg’ (1786-1857). He and Czerny both participated as pianists in
an all-Beethoven concert in 1816, though it was Joseph’s father, Johann Baptist
Steiner von Felsburg, who was better known as a pianist and more closely
16
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Czerny’s long-lasting reputation as a composer of technical studies has led to the
entirely unjustified notion that his music is essentially empty, merely clever
patterns without expressive substance. In fact he wrote many other kinds of
music: chamber and orchestral works (included a series of six symphonies
composed quite late in his career), sacred choral music (including 24 Masses and
four Requiems), songs and hundreds of arrangements in diverse styles. Part of
Czerny’s special genius lay in his ability to write music that sounded brilliant and
passionate while remaining within the capabilities of the average performer:
something that recommended his works strongly to the swift-growing market of
middle-class amateur music-making. And while his music may not demonstrate
any great originality, his compositional personality is often witty, imaginative,
and charming in surprising ways. His name will forever be associated with his
teacher Beethoven, but – though there are clear similarities and reminiscences of
the older composer at many points in his works – it is far from the case that he was
merely a Beethoven epigone. He clearly was able to appreciate Schubert, Weber,
Hummel, Clementi and Mendelssohn among his contemporaries, and his music
is to some extent an able synthesis of such diverse influences.
Something of Czerny’s true stature as a composer is revealed in his series of
eleven published Piano Sonatas. (At least two other sonatas remain in
manuscript.) These are mature works, written largely between 1820 and 1827, and
have been claimed, with justification, to ‘foreshadow in style and content the
works of the later Romantics’.1
1 Randall Sheets, ‘The Piano Sonatas of Carl Czerny’ Doctoral Dissertation, University of Maryland, 1987.
Mr Sheets’ dissertation remains the only thorough survey of these works and I have inevitably drawn upon
it, with gratitude, for some of the substance of these notes.
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On the whole Czerny does not emulate Beethoven in terms of generating large
forms from small motifs; rather he uses more expansive melodic paragraphs and
harmonic progressions to construct the form, in the manner more resembling
Schubert and the early Romantic composers. The First Sonata, op. 7 (composed in
1820: the apparently early opus number reflects the fact that Czerny did not
publish a vast amount of music he had written between 1806 and 1819), was in
fact much admired by Liszt, who performed it throughout Europe. In a letter of
1856 Liszt mentioned that sonata ‘and other works of that period, which I rate
very highly, as compositions of importance, beautifully formed and having the
noblest tendency’.2 Czerny himself regarded the sonata form as
Among all the forms of composition, … the most important, and this: first,
because most of the other principal forms may be included in it; secondly,
because it presents the composer with opportunity and space for displaying,
in the worthiest manner, both his invention and fancy, and also his musical
acquirements; and thirdly, because its form and construction precisely
correspond with those of the Symphony, the Quartet, the Quintet, and
indeed of every significant and complete instrumental piece.3

The Adagio con espressione slow movement, in A major, is almost pure romantic
music, redolent at times of Chopin. In form a sonata movement without
development, it presents three themes, each more agitated in terms of rhythmic
activity than the one before it. Czerny makes the little flourish at the end of each
phrase of the opening theme into a thematic element in its own right. There is a
very romantic second theme marked con amore, and overall the rich harmony and
full texture of this movement make it a rather sumptuous piece.
The scherzo, Molto Allegro in C sharp minor, is a thrusting, headlong invention in
fast waltz time, emphasizing fragmentary motifs rather than developed themes.
By contrast the trio, in D flat, is a single gentle sempre legatissimo melody,
becoming more chromatic as it modulates widely. The scherzo is reprised, with
modifications, and moves into a barnstorming coda. The rondo finale, Allegretto
con anima, begins with an abrupt risoluto introduction, giving way to the

2 La Mara, Letters of Franz List translated by Constance Bache (London, 1894), p. 266.
3 Czerny, School of Practical Composition, op. 600, translated by John Bishop (London, 1848).
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Brahmsian, and its surging forward motion seems the reverse of agitated. It has a
number of motivic consequences, including a more troubled second subject in A
flat marked con ardore and, almost as an afterthought, a lyrical third theme, also in
A flat, that closes the exposition. The development takes a plunge into E major
with the first subject in the left hand against feverish arpeggios in the right and
modulates widely, to sometimes unexpected regions. It grows in fire and
brilliance to an impetuoso restatement of the first theme that subsides
progressively towards the comparative calm of the recapitulation, in which many
details are altered from the exposition. The second subject does not reappear in D
flat, but the lyrical third theme does, and after it the music moves into a brilliant
vivo coda with a final stretto.

NI 5863/4
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The vivacious Rondo fourth movement is the most thoroughly worked-out
structure in the sonata. An introduction leads into the lightly-running grazioso
main theme, which is deftly varied in character on each appearance and
contrasted against three separate ideas including a dramatic ff agitato episode in
the minor with a vigorous bass theme in octaves. Shortly after this there appears
a little cadenza-like passage, whereupon the rondo theme reappears delicatamente,
with an almost musical-box character. This initiates a coda of contented aplomb,
dolce e quieto, with a final bravura flourish.
And there the sonata could very well have ended; but Czerny adds a movement
entitled Capriccio fugato – a spirited free fugue on a determined but thoughtful
theme: in fact, a version of the theme which appeared in the left hand in the fourth
movement’s minore passage. This is developed as a four-voice fugue making use
of most of the technical devices of the Baroque fugue even though it is not always
in strictly polyphonic style. The final statement of the theme, con fuoco, makes a
dramatic climax, after which a free polyphonic episode dissolves, most
unexpectedly, into the opening bars of the first movement’s first subject, neatly
combined with the fugue theme in the bass. In the sonata’s end, therefore, is its
beginning. Altogether this was indeed an impressive debut in the genre.
The other sonata on this disc is the last that Czerny published (it appeared in 1843,
long after the other ten). Dedicated to the Viennese conductor and composer
Eduard von Lannoy (1787-1853), who like Czerny had been a torchbearer at
Beethoven’s funeral, Piano Sonata No. 11 in D flat major, op. 730 shows how far
he had come stylistically from his sonata beginnings. The solid, full-bodied theme
that opens the Allegro agitato con spirito first movement sounds veritably
14
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He accordingly placed a high value on his own solo piano sonatas, writing to the
Leipzig publisher C. F. Peters in 1823 that he intended to make his these works ‘an
entirety in themselves, in which I want, little by little, to record my artistic views
and experiences. Therefore I ask you to consider the Third Sonata sent to you, as
one item of an over-all series, which I hope to make more and more significant’.4
Czerny’s contention that the sonata is able to contain ‘most of the other principal
forms’ is eloquently reflected in this series: his sonatas are distinguished by the
range and variety of the different forms making up the individual movements.
Moreover only four sonatas (Nos. 3, 4, 10 and 11) are in the classical fourmovement form; the others are cast in five or even six movements. Martin Jones’s
complete recording of these works, of which this recording of Nos. 1, 2, 7 and 11
constitutes the second volume, may help to restore to the repertoire a fascinating
body of work.

DISC 1
We have already seen that no less a contemporary than Liszt admired Czerny’s
Piano Sonata No. 1 in A flat, op. 7, which bears a dedication ‘à Madame la Baronne
Dorothée Ertmann, née Graumann’. Dorothea Ertmann (1781-1849) was an
accomplished pianist who began to study with Beethoven in 1803, and it may well
have been then that Czerny, ten years her junior, came to know her as a fellowpupil of the revered master. Beethoven himself thought well enough of her
pianism and intelligence to dedicate his A major Sonata, op. 101 to her in 1817.
4 Quoted in William S. Newman, The Sonata in the Classical Era (New York, 1974), p. 181.

NI 5863/4
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This is the only one of Czerny’s sonatas to have retained some measure of esteem
up to the present day; new editions and at least one LP recording appeared during
the 20th century. In some of his five-movement sonatas, and this is one of them, the
first four movements seem to perform the traditional functions of a fourmovement work, but with a fugal fifth movement that seems not so much a
culmination as an appendix to the structure. The first movement of op. 7 is in an
unusual variant of sonata form in which the exposition and recapitulation are in
one tempo and character, and the central development in another, almost turning
the sonata outline into a ternary design. It begins Andante with a calmly-unfolding,
almost hymnic, opening theme that has an unusual dissonant clash in its cadences.
This is a perfect example of Czerny’s predominantly melodic approach to the
sonata, as contrasted with Beethoven’s motivic methods of construction. The dolce
second theme, appearing on E flat, is so closely related to the first that the
exposition might as well be described as monothematic. This second idea does,
however, introduce a semiquaver figure in the left hand, later rising into the right,
that becomes an important motor to get the development started.
The development begins Allegro moderato ed espressivo with sudden agitato writing
and a new, martial variant of the main theme in octaves in F minor, with
prominent dotted rhythms. This becomes quite fiery before the opening theme
returns to calm the mood. Dominant trills point us towards the recapitulation,
which resumes the calm Andante discourse. This is an elaborated reprise of the
exposition that suddenly, for a few bars, recalls the impassioned mood of the
development and builds to a majestic chordal climax, fff, before subsiding as
suddenly into a few serene cadential bars.
12
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There follows a highly rhythmic, nervously active Prestissimo agitato scherzo in A
major, conceived on an ample scale. (It has been compared to the scherzo of
Beethoven’s Eroica Symphony.) It opens with a defiant theme built out of a
rhythmic ostinato: chords in the right hand and figuration in the left, but these are
apt to change places without warning. After a risoluto chordal second theme we
arrive at a quiet, dolce trio in G flat, whose dolcissimo lilting tune over pulsing
chords – a Viennese waltz, soon restated in A flat minor – is replaced by a
remarkable chromatic modulatory passage that grows aggressive, even
Beethovenian, as it fans out from the middle of the keyboard to the extremes of
high and low. The reprise of the scherzo is not a simple da capo but a varied form
of the original, driving to a hard-bitten, decisive conclusion.
The highly impressive Adagio espressivo third movement is in the trio’s key of D
flat, and is eloquent testimony to Czerny’s incipient romanticism. It has been seen
as foreshadowing the D flat major Ballade of Liszt, who certainly knew it. Written
in a full sonata form, it opens with a lyrical theme in chromatic thirds, proceeds
to a highly decorative second idea with wide leaps and pathetic appoggiaturas,
and concludes its exposition with a dolcissimo descending cadence-theme. These
various ideas are developed and dissolved over persistent deep G sharps, like a
drumbeat; these later move up to become the twinkling D flat decoration that
shines through the recapitulation, which rises to poetic heights. After a majestic
climax there is a beautiful, elaborate unfolding and relaxation into the coda. The
theme in thirds now sounds hollowly in the bass, and D-flat drumbeats persist to
the end.
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